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' U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,-
. Document. Control Desk,-
Nail Station P1-137,,

Washington, D.C. 20555 Re: Docket 50-326 Lienese R-116
Routine Annual Report

Gentlemen:

Please find' enclosed three copies of'the' annual report for the UCI Nuclear
'

Reactor Facility covering the period July 1st 1988 to June 30th 1989.'I
regret the delay that has occurred in the submission of this document.
This report:is-submitted in accord with-Section 6~7f o'r the Technical-Specifications..

. Sincerely,

. .: .. .

-George E. Miller
" Reactor Supervisor

: GEM /mm

cc: Region V, NRC
American Insurance
Reactor Operations Committee
M. C. Caserio,' Chair Chemistry
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Nuclear Reactor Facility
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_

Annual Repon
..

'for

July 1st 1988 to June 30th - 1989

FacilityLicense R-116'

Docket 50-326'

Prepared in Accordance with Pan 6.7f -

of the Facility Technical Specifications

a-

by

Dr G.E. Miller
Reactor Supervisor
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Section 1.

Ooerations

Operation of this facility is in suppon of the Depanment of Chemistry program of msearch
and education in the use and application of radiochemical techniques and radioisotopes in chemical
studies. Reactor t.tilization apan from operator training and maintenance is thus entirely for sample
irradiation. Samples come from diverse origins related to forensic science, fossil fuels,
geochernistry, an, and archaeological studies, chemical synthesis, industrial quality control,
enzyme studies, trace element pollution studies, etc. The reactor is also used in class work by
undergraduates leaming tracer and activation analysis techniques using small quantities of shon-
lived activated materials.

Some use is made of the facility by other educational institutions supponed by the Reactor
Sharing Program of DOE since September 1st 1987. This program has involved tours, class
demonstmtions, and analyses of samples submitted by faculty.

A number ofitems have needed maintenance during this period (see Section 4), but most
inspections have found the facility to be in good condition. During the annual inspection, no
abnormalities were found for the fuel or control rod systems.

The revised security alarm reporting system has functioned well although a few false
alarms are still being experienced. No incidents of unauthorized intrusions or unauthorized
activities have been noted.

An emergency drill was held on June 22nd 1989. Practice was gained in handling of a
potential release of airbome radioactivity, sealing of facility, monitoring of personnel, clean-up,
and re-entry.

Section 2. k

Data Tabulations for the Period .Tuly 1st.1988 to . Tune 30th.1989

TABLEI.

Experiment Approvals on file 8
Experiments performed (including repeats) 221
Samples irradiated 1751
Energy generated this period (Megawatt hours) 30.3

Total,69 element core 127.0=

>74 element com 992.6=

Total energy generated since initial criticality 1026 Mwh

Pulse operation this period 2
Totalpulses to 6/30/89 866

Hours critical this period 199
Total hours critical to date 6222
Inadvenent scrams or unplanned shutdowns 3

Visitors to reactor- admitted 571
Maximum dosimeter recorded for visitors 0. mrem
Visiting researchers (dosimeter issues) 27
Maximum dose recorded 30. mrem

Visinng researchers (badged) 65
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TABLEII

Reactor Status 6/30/89

- Fuel elements in core (including 2 fuel followers) .82-',

Fuel elements in storage (reactor tank - use6; . 25
' Fuel elements unused (instrumented element) 1

Graphite reflector elementsin core 32
Caphite reflector elements in scactor tank storage 2-
Water filled fuel element positions -7
Experimental facilities in core positions - 4
Non-fuel control rods . 2-

Totalcore positions accounted 127

/ : Core excess, cold, no xenon
. $2.85

' Control rod worths (1/18/89)
REG $2.86
SHIM $3.46

.A'IR - $1.79
EIR 10.74
19n1 ifLB5

. Maximum possible pulse insertion $2.53
.

' Maximum peak power recorded (4/5/89) 920. Mw
Maximum peak temperature recorded (B-ring) 235. C

, Section 3.

Inadvertent Scrnms and Unninnned Shutdowns

TABLE III.

: Dat. Tum Power Tvoe and Cause

19.8B.

:10/17 .14:35 250.kw % Power scram. At 105% level caused by gamma build up in core
not noticed by operator.

10/17. '15:05 250.kw % Power scram. Repeat of above, but at 101% level- an unexpected
low level of trip.

1939.

6/22 -12:04 <1.5w Linear scram. Trainee operator error in not switching range switch
in a timely manner,

e
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Section 4

Maintenance and Surveillance

The following non-routine maintenance activities were canied out during this period:

7/13/88 - The Continuous Air Monitor reading in the control room was noted to be low. A wiring check
indicated a loose connection.

10/13/88 - The Linear recorder een was sluggish. Temporarily, the LIN and LOG pen amplifiers were
interchanged to get faster LIN response.

11/15/88 - One station from the Radiation Ana Monitor system tripped (at 10 mr/hr setting). No unusual
radiation level was found and an instrument " glitch" was assumed. This station has responded similarly
several times since this date at ram frequencies. The exact problem with the circuitry has not yet been
discovered.

1/16/89 - A tentative core excess of $3.08 was obtained during rod calibrations following fuel inspection
activities. Two(2) graphite dummy elements were removed from core to lower the excess below heense
limits.

2/1/89 - Pool water conductivity was found to be high (2.' micrombos/cm) after a topping up from the
building deionized water supply. Checks found that maintenance on the building water purifier was
needed. After 1 day, the reactor pool water was back to near normal. No operation was carried out during
that time. No more topping water was added until the supply had been venfied to be O.K.

2/17/89 - The LOG mcorder channel failed to operate. A transistor was replaced in the channel circuitry.

3/2/89 - The water purification system pump was dismantled and inspected, after operation became noisy.
The lines were cleaned and the unit returned to service. Either unusual cavitation, or a small pice of debris
in the impeller chamber may have caused the noise.

3/9/89 - The facility ventilation system was found to be inoperative following a campus wide power
outage. The fan power was not properly restored by plant maintenance after the shutdown.

3/14/89 The REG rod drive pear system " seized" and the drive was inoperative. The worm gear had
become too worn to operate properly. New gears and bearings were obtained and the gear box rebuilt a
few days later.

4/24/89 The LOG recorder channel became very sluggish in operation. Intemal motor gears were too
worn. Attempts at local repair were unsuccessful and the channel remained out of service for some time.

5/25/89 A pneumatic samnie transfer tube broke in the in-core terminus, leaving the sample in. The broken
pieces and the sample were retrieved using a second tube with sticky tape attached.

6/16/89 The Linear mcorder motor failed in a similar manner to the LOG channel noted earlier.
Temporarily a substitute recorder was used.

6/19/89 A vacuuming of the bottom of the pool was carried out. Very little radioactivity was observed on
the debris removed.

6/26/89 - The REG rod failed to stop completely after driving up. A 220 ohm resistor in the drive current
circuit had reduced its resistance too much for potentiometer adjustment and was replaced.
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Section 5
Facility Changes and Specini Experiments Anoroved

No significant changes or special experiments were approved during this period.

Section 6
Radioactive Effluent Relense.

. (a) Gases. The major direct release to the environs is Argon-41 produced during normal operations. Very
small amounts of other gases may be released from irradiated materials in experiments.

Releases are computed based on original estimates at point of origin within the facility and taking
only dilution into account. Since much of the release is from operation of the pneumatic transfer system for
samples, this is a conservative estimate in that assumpti,on is made that all use of the PT is at full steady
state power level (250 kwatts) when, in fact, some use is with the reactor at a lower power level. In view
of the small numbers involved, and the fact that an integrated dose check is provided by an environmental

' dosimeter (CaSO -Dy) hanging directly in the exhaust at the point of stack discharge, it is considered4
unnecessary to provide funher checks cf these estimates. The dosimeter data confum that an individual
standing directly in the exhaust flow for one year would receive an additional submersion dose from the
exhaust less than the reliability limit of the dosimeters, or less than 20 mrem per year. The dosimeter data
are presented separately in Section 7. Table IV. Over the years that data have been collected, the
accumulated exposure at the exhaust location have been lower than for ' control" points because oflower
masses of concrete structures in the vicinity.

Release estimates based on operational parameters are as follows:

(1) Operation of pneumatic transfer system (7/1/88-6/30/89):
a. Minutes of operation: 593. minutes

b. Release rate assumed: 6. x 10-8 microcuries/ml
8c. Flow rate of exhaust air: 1.2 x 10 ml/ min
3Total release computed:(a x b x c) = 4.3 x 10 microcuries

. (2) Release from pool surface (7/1/88-6/30/89):
a. Total hours of operation at power (Mwh x 4) = 124. hours

b. Release rate assumed: <l. x 10-8 microcuries/ml
8c. Flow rate of exhaust air: 1.2 x 10 ml/ min
3Totalrelease computed:(a x 60 x b x c) = 9.0 x 10 microcuries

4
Total of (1) and (2) 1.3 x 10 microcuries=

Concentration averaged over 12 months = <2. x 10-10 microcuries/ml

This remains similar to values reported in previous years and remains lower than MPC even
assuming no dilution of the plume at the stack.

i
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(b) Lionids and Solids.

Liquid and solid wastes from utilization of by-product materials are disposed through a
University contract. Waste is transfermd to the custody of the Campus Environmental Health and
Safety Office (E,H&S). Direct disposals from this facility am given below. It is important to note
that activity values are estimated at the time of transfer to E,H&3 control. In all instances,
considerable time elapses befom final shipment from campus, so that substantial decay may occur
for medium-lived radionuclides.

DRY WASTES: 9 cubic feet - less than 10 microcuries mixed activation products, empty vials,
waste precipitates, dry filters, etc.

LIQUIDS: 3 gallons - estimated total (tritium, iodine-125 and rhenium-186) = 2-3 microcuries.
Most of this was from laboratory work with purchased isotopes (tritium and
iodine) not produced in or irradiated in the reactor, but mixed with the
reactor waste. The rhenium was reactor generated.
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Section 7.
Environmental Surveillance.

Calcium sulfate / Dysprosium thermoluminescent dosimeters in pack. pplied by the Radiation
Detection Company, Sunnyvale, California are placed at nine locations around the UCI Campus. One pack
is kept on the edge of campus in a wood frame iouse in University Hills. In fact, the average of the more
remotely located " concrete environment" packs on campus is used as the background for comparison

. purposes, since a mom similar microenvironment is experienced by such packs.
Table of Locations.

1. Window of reactor room (inside the facility).
2. In hallway between reactor laboratories and the radiochemical laboratory.
3. leading dock, adjacent to west wall of reactor room.
4. Classroom 158, dixctly over reactor fr.cility.
5. In roof exhaust air flow from reactor room, rooflevel.
6. Steinhaus Hall (Biological Sciences building),4th floor.
7, Main library building across campus,5th floor office.
8 T nnputer Science building,4th floor office.
9. P.ime hood exhaust, roof level, from reactor laboratory.

10.12 Perkins Court, University Hills, private residence.
(wood frame house)

Table IV shows the data as received from RDC for the period. All levels are as expected and are similar to .
. those report;xiin recent Wars. - As noted before, areas (1) and (2) are also partly controlled so that
maximum possible ex: cre to an individual in an uncontrolled area is very mmimal at this facilitv with
current operations. The air released from the facility (measured by locations #5 and #9) continues to give
no detectable exposure above background for dosimeters immersed in it.

TABLE IV.
Environmental Dosimetry Data.

1988-1989

Average Exposures in mr.

Location. Ouarter T0131 Tota 11ess
2/88 3/88 4/88 1/89 background

(48+-28)

1 10 14 20 7 51 3
2 11 11 22 6 50 2
3 15 18 19 8 60 12
4 3 lost 10 8 18*
5 8 10 9 8 35 0
6 14 16 22 5 57 9
7 19 '21 31 9 70 22
8 3 3 3 7 16 0
9 8 9 13 10 40 0

10 2 3 5 4 14 0

Average of 6,7,8 used for " background" ( = 48)
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Section 8.
Radiation Exposure to Personnel.

The annual exposures reported as a result of finger dosimeter ring and film badge dosimetry are
presented in Table V. Much of this exposure is acquired in the course ofisotope handling
experiments, and in some instances has been accumulated in areas outside the facility, in locations
licensed by the State of Califomia. A substantial exposure is experienced by some individuals
during required calibration of radiation monitoring equipment.

Thirty-three(33) persons were monitored on a contmual basis using film badges, and all of.
these were also issued with finger dosimeter rings. These were required to be worn while handling
isotopes. Film badges were generally wom at waist level by all personnel. An additional thirty-
five(35) students were issued badges during the Fall quarter,1988 for a laboratory course in
radioisotopes, during which they spent some hours in the facility. These exposure listings have

~ been included in this table,
Certain additional monitoring is done of visiting individuals who are issued with direct-readingo

'

pocket dosimeters in addition to film badges and finger dosin'eter rings.
Contaminations surveys consisting of wipe tests and G-M surveys have shown significant,

removable contamination in tucas coming into direct contact with samples removed from the
reactor,and on sample handling tools.

TABLE V.

Personnel Exposure Summarv for 7/1/88 to 6/30/89 (in mrem)

Individuals Whole Body Fincer Rine
Deep $ hallow $ hallow ~

1 35 200 410
1 30 145 930
1 0 0 100
2 0 0 70
1 0 0 50
1 0 0 40
2 0 0 30

M 0 0 0
35 0 0 not issued

(students in class)

Totals H _M 33 153D

Additional aggregated data from chest-level wom self-reading dosimeters:

1 93 (6 visits)
1 35 (3 visits)
1 13 (1 visit)
1 9 (1 visit)

1

1:
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